We present an image recognition method to distinguish targets with cat-eye effect from the dynamic background based on target shape and modulation frequency. Original image sequences to be processed are acquired through an imaging mechanism that utilizes a pulsed laser as active illuminator and an industrial camera as detection device. There are two criterions to recognize a target: one exploits shape priors and the other is the active illuminator's modulation frequency. The cat-eye effect in imaging systems such as eyes, cameras, and optical sights is a special phenomenon of reflection that occurs when the incoming radiation is retro-reflected by a certain optical system. Estimating the position and orientation of cat-eye effect targets is an important technique that can be widely applied in the recognition of passive optical systems, seeker identification, and free-space communication, etc. Some researchers have conducted investigations exploiting the cat-eye effect [1−4] . One method for detecting the cateye effect target is image object recognition. Currently, there are three strategies of major theory for image object recognition [5, 6] : through geometric correspondence and pose consistency, through template matching via classifiers, and through correspondence search to establish the presence of suggestive relations between templates. Therefore, we cannot efficiently identify a cat-eye effect target in images without a priori knowledge of them. Under the condition of laser illumination, there are two features of the cat-eye effect target. One is that the cateye effect target's region is brighter than its surroundings; the other is that its shape is almost circular, especially for most optical lenses. A recognition method based on roundness and eccentricity was put forward in Ref. [7] . However, the method based only on shape and gray priors cannot precisely recognize cat-eye effect targets from the dynamic background. Referring to modulation information, cat-eye modulation retro-reflectors combine passive optical retro-reflectors with electro-optic modulators to allow long-range, free-space optical communication with a laser and pointing-acquisition-tracking system [3] . Referring to the modulating retro-reflector link of the above system, active illumination modulation information is added to the traditional shape-and-graypriors-based recognition method in order to detect cateye effect targets in this letter.
The cat-eye effect in imaging systems such as eyes, cameras, and optical sights is a special phenomenon of reflection that occurs when the incoming radiation is retro-reflected by a certain optical system. Estimating the position and orientation of cat-eye effect targets is an important technique that can be widely applied in the recognition of passive optical systems, seeker identification, and free-space communication, etc. Some researchers have conducted investigations exploiting the cat-eye effect [1−4] . One method for detecting the cateye effect target is image object recognition. Currently, there are three strategies of major theory for image object recognition [5, 6] : through geometric correspondence and pose consistency, through template matching via classifiers, and through correspondence search to establish the presence of suggestive relations between templates. Therefore, we cannot efficiently identify a cat-eye effect target in images without a priori knowledge of them. Under the condition of laser illumination, there are two features of the cat-eye effect target. One is that the cateye effect target's region is brighter than its surroundings; the other is that its shape is almost circular, especially for most optical lenses. A recognition method based on roundness and eccentricity was put forward in Ref. [7] . However, the method based only on shape and gray priors cannot precisely recognize cat-eye effect targets from the dynamic background. Referring to modulation information, cat-eye modulation retro-reflectors combine passive optical retro-reflectors with electro-optic modulators to allow long-range, free-space optical communication with a laser and pointing-acquisition-tracking system [3] . Referring to the modulating retro-reflector link of the above system, active illumination modulation information is added to the traditional shape-and-graypriors-based recognition method in order to detect cateye effect targets in this letter.
The object recognition method based on shape priors and modulation frequency is proposed in this letter. To demonstrate the feasibility of this method, an imaging system consisting of a pulsed laser and an industrial camera is developed. The imaging mechanism of the system utilizes the cat-eye effect principle to detect the binocular. We use the pulsed laser as modulation illuminator and utilize the industrial camera to acquire image sequences. The time sequence of the recognition process is shown in Fig. 1 .
The received energy per pixel can be described as
where γ is the target reflectivity, m is a certain label in the image sequence, z is the detection range, c is the speed of light, S r is the area of the receiver aperture, exp(−αz) is the atmospheric attenuation, P (t) is the laser illuminating power in the field of view per pixel, and G(t) is the periodic camera shutter, which has a 50% duty cycle and 60-Hz square signal, and can be regarded as the synchronous Nyquist sampling sequence. A sequence of E m represents a series of discrete intensities for a pixel in the laser-covering region. Hence, the distribution of E m sequences in the timeline can indirectly indicate the laser pulse frequency, called modulation frequency, mirroring the frequency feature of the laser pulse.
In the experiments, we set the modulation frequency f L of the pulsed laser much less than the frequency f C of the camera shutter to follow the Nyquist condition (i.e.,
). Active and passive image sequences can then be collected during the high level and low level of the periodic camera shutter, respectively. Therefore, the number of images acquired by the industrial camera during T is f C T , and they are expressed as follows:
where n is the total number of images; N and M are the maximum length and width of pixels per image, respectively. Gray-scale images are represented as I(x i , y j , t), with x representing the column number of the image and y representing the line number of the image (a pixel in the image expressed as (x, y)), and t representing different acquisition moments. Since the number of 50% duty cycle laser pulse during
, and the proportion of the images corresponding to high level and low level occupies a half, respectively. Therefore, two images whose interval is ( 1 2 + u)K frames must be active and passive images reciprocally. Note that u is a positive integer.
The proposed method is called shape-frequency dual criterions (SFDC) method using the acquired image sequences as original images for processing because the shape priors are the shape criterion, and the modulation frequency is the frequency criterion. The details are given as follows. And the relevant flowchart is shown in Fig. 2 .
Step 1: Frame m subtracts Frame m + ( image. An adaptive threshold is used to change the first difference image to be the first binary image. Another adaptive threshold is used to change the second difference image to be the second binary image. After that, the first binary image AND the second one results in a dynamicbackground-subtracted binary image. Specifically, each adaptive threshold [8, 9] satisfies
where I th (x, y) represents the gray value in excess of A th , N th represents the corresponding number of pixels, and A th is an initial threshold determined by
where e xy represents the maximum one between vertical gradient and horizontal gradient per pixel. CLOSE operation of gray-scale morphology is applied to remove some stray pixels in the dynamic-backgroundsubtracted binary image. All segmentation regions whose total number is S are labeled by different numbers. Note that S N × M . Step 2: The centroid formulas are written as
where N and M are the maximum length and width pixels of each segmentation region, respectively. The centroid of each segmentation region is calculated and their coordinate points are recorded as
Step 3: Gray values corresponding to (x c1 , y c1 ), (x c2 , y c2 ), · · · , (x c S , y c S ), which are acquired from f C T images, constitute S gray-value-assembles. They are recorded as 
Step 4: Each gray-value-assemble: A 1 , A 2 ,· · · , A S expanded in the timeline is a gray value's change distribution. If the demodulated frequency of a gray value's change distribution matches the pulsed laser's modulation frequency, f L (i.e., frequency criterion), then the interest target may be in the corresponding region. Other regions are thus jamming ones. If there are more than one regions where the interest target may be in, shape features including roundness and eccentricity are used to take out the optimum regions. The roundness can be written as follows:
where a represents each segmentation region's area and g represents the perimeter. The eccentricity can be written as:
where Z major represents the major axis and Z min represents the minor axis in terms of each segmentation region. The comprehensive metric of shape features, namely, shape criterion, is defined as
Following the flowchart shown in Fig. 2 , during the recognition, the gray priors are prioritized, i.e., target region with high gray values (in the appropriate detection range, the gray values of target region are almost saturate while it is not prone for the background), followed by the modulation frequency information, then the shape priors. Each obtained adaptive threshold satisfies the gray priors. AND operation is used to remove most of the different dynamic background between two difference images.
Experiments were performed to evaluate practicability of the proposed cat-eye effect target-recognition method through original images with binocular and dynamic background. The image sequence is acquired as original images. The dynamic background mainly includes shaky trees and an ambulatory person. Based on the above image sequence, Frame 115 subtracts Frame 145, resulting in the first difference image shown in Fig.  3(a) . Frame 115 subtracts Frame 85, resulting in the second difference image shown in Fig. 3(b) . An adaptive threshold A TH = 22 is used to change the first difference image to be the first binary image shown in Fig. 3(c) , and another adaptive threshold A TH = 21 is used to change the second difference image to be the second binary image shown in Fig. 3(d) . Segmentation regions in the lower-right and lower-left areas between Figs. 3(c) and (d) are obviously different because trees are shaking and the person is moving in the scene during image acquisition. To abate the jamming dynamic background, the first binary image AND the second one results in the dynamic-background-subtracted binary image shown in Fig. 3(e) . CLOSE operation is applied to process the dynamic-background-subtracted binary image. The relevant result is shown in Fig. 3(f) . There are 15 segmentation regions shown in Fig. 4(a) . Figure 4(b) shows the frequency distributions of the gray value's change corresponding to each segmentation region's centroid. The centroids' coordinates are shown in Table 1 .
We then find that the frequencies corresponding to Regions 3, 4, 5, and 6 are identical. They match the modulation frequency of the pulsed laser f L = 1 Hz while those in the rest regions do not. Each image in the image sequence corresponds to each acquisition moment; thus, using the change of the image sequence labels as 041101-3 timeline in Fig. 5(b) is reasonable. If the modulation frequency is purely used as a criterion to detect the target, Regions 3, 4, 5, and 6 are all determined as possible target regions. However, the two regions belonging to the cat-eye effect binocular cannot be determined among the above four regions. In other words, the criterion based only on frequency feature is invalid. In this case, to lock the target regions, another criterion is required, namely, exploiting the shape feature of the target. In terms of Eqs. (6) and (7), the ideal roundness and ideal eccentricity are both 1, meaning that the ideal comprehensive metric is 0 according to Eq. (8) . In other words, the comprehensive metrics of target regions are close to 0, whereas others are apart from 0. Table  1 shows that the roundness, eccentricity, and comprehensive metrics of shape features in Regions 5 and 6 are smaller than those in Regions 3 and 4. Therefore, the location of the cat-eye effect binocular can be determined in Regions 5 and 6 due to the reliability of the dual criterions based on shape and frequency features.
However, if the recognition method based only on roundness and eccentricity is used at the outset, it is manifest to determine Regions 6 and 11 as target regions according to Table 1 , due to the relatively smaller comprehensive metrics of shape feature in these two regions. They are not, however, the regions of target. In other words, the criterion based only on shape features is also invalid.
To verify superiority of SFDC, a comparison of the recognition rate of SFDC, roundness and eccentricity (RE in the table), and modulation frequency (MF in the table) method for three experiments (Experiments 1, 2, and 3) is shown in Table 2 . Note that, 100 active-andpassive image pairs are used to get 100 difference images during three experiments. The results of Experiments 1 and 3 show that the recognition rate of the SFDC method is much higher than that of the other two methods.
However, the low recognition rate in Table 2 for Experiment 2 illustrates that all the methods based on shape and/or frequency features are invalid. This is because for Experiment 2, there are circular objects with strong reflectivity in the background which are maintained in the difference image. Accordingly, the frequency corresponding to these circular objects is similar to the modulation frequency. Therefore, purely based on modulation frequency as criterion, there are more than two frequency-matching segmentation regions in the binary image. Furthermore, the circular feature of the cat-eye effect binocular is not outstanding. Specifically, roundness and eccentricity of target regions are not superior to those of background regions.
In conclusion, a pulsed laser as active illuminator and an industrial camera as detection device comprise an imaging mechanism to acquire active and passive images as original image sequences. The target reflectivity is higher compared with the background, the gray values of target regions are higher, and the frequency distributions of relevant centroids match the modulation frequency better. The circular shape of the target is also more distinct, and it is easier to lock the target regions among frequency matching regions. Overall, to recognize cat-eye effect target from the dynamic background, experimental results show that the dual-criterion method is more robust than the single-criterion method. However, if circular objects with strong reflectivity exist in the static or dynamic background, both the single-criterion method and the proposed method are inferior. Meanwhile, the proposed method is limited when detecting fast moving cat-eye effect targets because these targets are difficult to capture in image sequences from a fixed field of view. One solution to this problem relies on the expensive ultra-high-speed camera, and the other solution-independent of high performance hardwareis a subject of future study.
